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Helping engineers make it run, and make it run better

Operations Engineer has launched to build on the heritage of Plant Engineer magazine, which has for more than 70 
years been a key source of information for engineers, technicians and those involved with the speci� cation, installation, 
operation and maintenance of industrial plant.

Published on behalf of the Society of Operations Engineers (SOE) by MA Business, Operations Engineer magazine o� ers 
a wide range of channels to market for advertisers seeking to in� uence professional engineers in process industries, 
manufacturing, utilities (including waste collection), construction, building services, transport, military, mining, healthcare 
and facilities management. 

With its quality editorial content supporting readers in developing their skills and competencies, and a circulation of highly 
relevant potential customers, Operations Engineer is THE publication for static and mobile plant industry buyers and 
companies who want to reach this key audience. The suite of products we can o� er means Operations Engineer is an ideal 
partner for any company looking to in� uence the plant-based operations engineering community. 

We look forward to working with you. 

BEVERLY JEPSON SALES MANAGER
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Staying on track
New technology can delay the arrival of obsolescence
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Pumps, motors and boilers play 
key roles in supporting almost 
every industrial process and 
span every application. The 
workhorses of the plant, they 

play a crucial role. The long-term availability 
of replacement parts is, therefore, a key 
consideration for both operators and 
their suppliers. For this reason, most of 
the larger suppliers continue to o� er 
OEM-produced spares long after serial 
production of a particular model has 
ceased. 

Linda Dingley, marketing manager 
at Grundfos Pumps, explains: “When a 
pump family reaches the end of its life and 
becomes obsolete, we will look at the run 
rate on spare parts and what we believe 
that might ramp up to, and we will then 
produce that number of parts. We will then 
hold those parts for servicing the pump, 
building a spares inventory. We always 

try and maintain parts for obsolete 
pumps for as long as possible. We don’t 
o� er them for a speci� c amount of time, 
but we will normally have parts available for 
at least � ve years; that could be as long as 
10 years, and there are pumps that have 
been obsolete for longer and for which we 
still have spare parts.”

This is a point echoed by Martyn 
Bridges, director of marketing and 
technical support at boiler manufacturer 
Worcester Bosch. He says: “We have an 
obligation, not always legal, but certainly 
a moral obligation. From the last day of 
manufacture, we guarantee that we will 
provide spare parts for the next 10 years at 
least, and many of those carry on for some 
years afterwards as well.”

Even after 10 or 15 years, when OEM 
spare parts are no longer available, 
third party suppliers do remanufacture 
certain larger volume spares to provide 
components and keep units operational. 
However, OEMs do not typically 
recommend that solution to obsolescence. 
Says Dingley: “It doesn’t make any sense 
to do that from an economic perspective. 
There are much better options than third 
party replacement parts.” 

Bridges warns of safety considerations 
too: “You can buy alternatives to the 
original spare part, but that may not have 

been tested and approved to the 
same regime. The gas industry itself has 
some reservations with refurbished safety-
critical parts not from the OEM. A gas valve 
or some other combustion element is 
potentially fatal if it fails.”

AN OPPORTUNITY  
While obsolete equipment might present 
itself as an unavoidable challenge for 
plant operators at face value, it can also 
represent an economic opportunity.

For the most part, pumps, boilers and 
motors are directly replaced with a ‘like-
for-like’ solution, without any consideration 
to changes in demand or usage since the 
original design choices were made. This 
means that the opportunity to optimise 
the replacement is lost, and that can be 
a very large number indeed. Some two 
thirds of all pumps use too much energy, 
for example, because they were originally 
oversized or are � xed-speed, and therefore 
don’t adapt to actual system demands. 

As Dingley says: “Pumps that operate 
within an industrial environment require 
replacement for many reasons, including 
obsolescence. When this happens, it o� ers 
the opportunity to review the system and 
make sure it is delivering the most e�  cient 
solution for that particular facility.”

Because a pump, motor or boiler is an 

By David Appleyard
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Machinery from any era can be kept operational, given enough time 
and money. In industry, limitations of both of those resources often 
determines when equipment becomes obsolete. However, technology 
is now changing that formula

Outrunning
obsolescence
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Once a pump is obsolete, Grundfos tries 
to hold parts for as long as possible
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OBSOLESCENCE – PRODUCT LIFECYCLE 

integral part of a system that’s performing 
a function, in pushing towards improving 
the overall system e�  ciency, other factors 
need to be considered. As Redvers Paley, 
sales manager at Sulzer Pumps (UK), 
observes: “It’s important to ask, what is the 
equipment actually doing today? We know 
what it was built to do, but what do you 
want it to do?”

Certainly, more modern pumps have 
much higher motor e�  ciency ratings than 
older pumps and, within the industrial 
environment, a properly maintained 
pump working within capacity would be 
expected to reach a 12-to 15-year lifespan. 
Furthermore, typically the actual cost at 
purchase is very low in comparison with 
the cost of the energy that a piece of 
equipment uses during its lifecycle.

Dingley emphasises the potential 
bene� ts: “A common problem in the pump 
industry is that things tend to be oversized 
or designers have speci� ed one large pump 
where smaller units, working in cascade, 
would be a better option. Changing a single 
unit for multiple smaller pumps o� ers 
greater e�  ciencies. Smaller pumps also 
tend to be much cheaper than large ones. 
You could have something much more 
e�  cient, which means that your return on 
investment can be minimal, depending on 
how much energy that pump was using.”

THE COST CONUNDRUM   
For low-cost equipment, the decision 
to replace relatively standard units with 
a newer model is a relatively easy one. 
Inevitably though, the devil is in the detail, 
particularly for semi-engineered and 
engineered installations. It depends on the 
market and the application as to whether 

components are continually 
replaced or better 
equipment is installed 
or existing equipment 
signi� cantly upgraded.

“It all comes 
down to the cost of 
operation. Long term 
e�  ciency is everything 
for the water industry. 
Oil companies see it 

slightly di� erently, they are concerned 
about e�  ciencies, but more concerned 
about reliability and long life. There are 
di� erent drivers in di� erent industries,” 
says Paley.

Keeping the basic motor geometry 
and putting in modern materials built 
to modern tolerances can allow even 
‘obsolete’ equipment to meet present day 
demands, for example. Keeping the related 
ancillaries and infrastructure in place avoids 
the large capital costs of removing existing 
plant and � tting new equipment in its place.

Bridges says: “I’ve seen 30-to 40-year-
old boiler houses still running, but nowhere 
near the e�  ciency that you could get a 
new plant to run at. It’s a balance of three 
or four things that really play into the 
decision to repair or replace.

“It’s a dichotomy really, there are 
arguments to get a new boiler in place 
for that 15-year-old one and it will run 
with better emissions, lower running 
costs and less gas usage, but also we are 
under pressure from the growing circular 
economy. We are being asked to design 
things that can be refurbished or reused.”

Paley concurs: “Certainly, with pumps 
and motors, there’s a trend towards being 
able to update and recondition, even when 
parts aren’t available by the traditional 

method, because new technologies allow 
us to manufacture parts in better materials 
and rebuild to better tolerances.”

EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES  
Today, new technologies like additive 
manufacturing (pictured, inset) are coming 
to bear, even on the very concept of 
obsolescence (see also www.is.gd/ekuniv or 
Operations Engineer, November 2018). 

As Paley says: “What we’ve found is 
that re-engineering using digitisation that 
has enabled us to replicate parts has really 
come to fore now. These days you can 
scan a component in 3D, print a pattern 
and cast the component. Printing in metal 
is now becoming a reality as well [see also 
www.is.gd/ijavih or Operations Engineer, 
March 2019]. Obsolescence, as we used to 
understand it, might be something that’s 
not a problem in the future. We’re not quite 
there yet, but that is the way it is going.”

Changes in technology and the cost of 
new technologies has, in e� ect, enabled a 
di� erent way of approaching obsolescence. 
So long as the component is available, it 
can be reproduced.

Paley concludes: “There’s obviously 
a cost in doing this and at the cheaper 
end of the range of course, it’s not worth 
doing. Within quite a short period of time, 
obsolescence itself will be a redundant 
term. A component isn’t obsolete. How 
much does it cost to remanufacture? – that 
will be the new question.”  

integral part of a system that’s performing 

market and the application as to whether 
components are continually 

replaced or better 
equipment is installed 
or existing equipment 
signi� cantly upgraded.

down to the cost of 
operation. Long term 
e�  ciency is everything 
for the water industry. 
Oil companies see it 

“Obsolescence, as we used to understand it, might 
be something that’s not a problem in the future” 
Redvers Paley, sales manager, Sulzer Pumps (UK)
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Pumps may require replacement for 
many reasons, including obsolescence, 
off ering the opportunity to review 
current systems
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EDITORIAL FOCUS Whether testing a pump, lubricating a wire 
rope or monitoring environmental emissions, 
operations engineers work to inspect, maintain 
and repair equipment across a range of 
industries.

THE MISSION OF 
OPERATIONS ENGINEER MAGAZINE:
       Improve readers’ understanding, 
       knowledge, skills and competencies in      
       operations engineering;
       Promote the advancement of science,
      technology and practices in this fi eld; 
      In doing so, promote safety, effi ciency 
      and environmental sustainability in 
      operations engineering to benefi t the 
      wider community

100% of IPlantE and 
BES members 
receive the magazine 66% of readers pass 

their copy on to a 
colleague

Operations Engineer is the new face of Plant Engineer magazine; a brand that is 
revitalised and re-energised.

We’re not about the objects (‘plant’), but about what we do with them (‘operate’ them in some 
kind of industrial process to accomplish some kind of goal). Whatever it might be, our readers 
make it go, make it go better, and keep it going (specify, commission, manage, inspect, 
maintain, repair). Our readers are united by what they do. Operations Engineer magazine 
supports their work by putting ‘plant’ in context.

The equipment that they deal with also goes beyond the traditional de� nition of engineering 
plant to encompass: HVAC; local exhaust ventilation; lifting and access equipment; materials 
handling equipment; maintenance equipment/tools; mobile equipment; pressure systems; 
compressors, fans, pumps and motors; engines; pneumatics and hydraulics; and more. We 
are a horizontal that cuts across industry, accessing industrial product speci� ers in many 
vertical markets.

Apart from what they do, our readers also share membership in a professional engineering 
organisation: the Society of Operations Engineers and its professional sectors of BES 
and IPlantE. That means that they are committed to develop themselves and their work, 
improving safety, e�  ciency and environmental impact. Through information and education, 
Operations Engineer magazine supports their career development through 
high-quality information.

WILL DALRYMPLE  EDITOR
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Plant and equipment Maintenance and asset management Issues Industry focus

JANUARY Mobile plant 
(including access equipment)

Condition monitoring Training Construction

FEBRUARY Boilers and pressure systems Thermal imaging Environmental spillage and 
incident management

Water supply and sewerage

MARCH Compressors, fans, pumps Vibration analysis Hazardous substances: COSHH Manufacturing

APRIL I&C and sensors Inspection Industry 4.0 Domestic facilities

MAY HVAC Lubrication Legal/regulatory compliance Oil and gas

JUNE Forklift trucks and lifting 
equipment

Cleaning Automation and robotics Hospital and medical

JULY Maintenance equipment 
and power tools

MRO Obsolescence Chemical & process

AUGUST Pneumatics and hydraulics 
and PPE

Energy management, eg building energy 
management

Cybersecurity Manufacturing

SEPTEMBER Fixed and bulk materials 
handling

Test & measurement Waste management Power generation

OCTOBER Drives and controls Asset management Preventive maintenance Military

NOVEMBER Lighting Repair & refurbishment Corrosion Facilities plant management

DECEMBER Lifts, walkways, escalators Disposal Health and safety Transport and distribution
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READERS WITH PURCHASING POWER

WHAT IS THE SIZE OF YOUR COMPANY’S ANNUAL 
BUDGET FOR PLANT-RELATED PRODUCTS AND 
SERVICES? 

44% £1 million or over  
9% £500,000-£999,999
8% £250,000-£499,999

10% £100,000-£249,999
10% £10,000-£99,999
19% Under £10,000

Our 2018 reader survey, carried out by Benchmark Research, shows that readers of Operations Engineer have the 
authority to make purchases and that Operations Engineer in� uences how and where their budget is spent. 

12%

81% have infl uenced a purchasing decision 
based on information they have read or 
seen in Operations Engineer

Source: 

IN WHICH SECTOR OR SECTORS DO YOU USUALLY WORK?

MANUFACTURING 
UTILITIES
CONSTRUCTION
TRANSPORT
MILITARY
BUILDING SERVICES
IT & TELECOMMUNICATIONS
REAL ESTATE
EDUCATION
OTHER

                                                     24%

                       13%

                                      19%

              9%

             8%

                                                23%

2%

     5%

       6%

                11%

44%

19%

10%

9%

8%
10%



TARGETED PROFILE

magazine 
circulation 90% of readers say they value 

the magazine’s editorial8,000+

READERS WITH PURCHASING POWER

HOW WOULD YOU CLASSIFY THE TYPES OF PLANT OR EQUIPMENT OVER WHICH YOU 
HAVE DIRECT INFLUENCE OR SPECIFICATION RESPONSIBILITY

COMPRESSORS, FANS & PUMPS  
BULK HANDLING EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE SYSTEMS
PNEUMATICS & HYDRAULICS
MOBILE EQUIPMENT
HEATING & COOLING SYSTEMS
ENGINES & MOTORS
MAINTENANCE EQUIP/TOOLS
LIFTING EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS
LOCAL EXHAUST VENT EQUIP
OTHER

MULTI-PLATFORM
MARKETING

MAGAZINE

SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS

E-NEWSLETTERS

ONLINE
SOCIAL MEDIA

GUIDE TO SOE
EVENTS
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                                                              64%

                                           48%

                                                         61%

                                                56%

                                   44%

                                               51%

                                        47%

                                                                    69%

                                                                    69%

                                                   59%

                  34%

10%



ROUNDTABLES & RESEARCH
Is there a burning question you want to ask your prospective customers? Do you want to position 
your organisation as a thought leader and identify new business opportunities? Operations 
Engineer research, surveys and roundtable events are the way to do just that. Access to our 
database of engineers means that you will get meaningful answers to any topic that is a� ecting 
the industry today. This key information can help inform your future business and marketing 
strategy. Here is how it works….

STEP THREE - THE PUBLICITY OUTPUT
 Write-up of the research � ndings in Operations Engineer magazine 
 (two-three pages) and on the Operations Engineer website

 Article to be distributed to all participants by email

 PDF copy of the coverage for your own promotional use

  Additional copies of the write-up can be provided for you 
 to share with customers and prospects

BENEFITS TO YOUR BUSINESS
 Position your company as a thought leader in your � eld 
 of expertise

 Identify existing and prospective client needs independently

  Gain information that can direct your future marketing strategy

  Nurture sales enquiries 

 Gain the edge over your competitors

STEP ONE - RESEARCH STUDY
 Typically, 20 questions compiled by the editor in 
 conjunction with the sponsor

  Research survey to be carried out by email with 
 additional telemarketing if required

  Results and survey output to be shared with the 
 sponsors ahead of the event

STEP TWO - ROUNDTABLE EVENT
  The results of the survey can be shared at a physical 
 or even virtual roundtable event

  The event will be chaired by the Operations Engineer   
 editorial team and the survey results will set the scene of the  
 debate

  In addition to the sponsors’ invited attendees, 
 other delegates could include Operations Engineer readers  
 - often survey participants are invited
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The Society of Operations 
Engineers is a licensed member of the 
Engineering Council and Society for 
the Environment.

Registered in England: 
Company No. 3667147  
Registered Charity: No.1081753 
A company limited by guarantee. 
SOE represents the Bureau of 
Engineering Surveyors (BES), the 
Institution of Operations Engineers 
(IOE), the Institution of Plant Engineers 
(IPlantE) and the Institute of Road 
Transport Engineers (IRTE), which are 
all professional sectors of the SOE 
dedicated to developing the skills of 
their members in their specialist areas 
of engineering activity.

Registered O�  ce: 22 Greencoat 
Place, London SW1P 1PR 
Tel: 020 7630 1111  
Fax: 020 7630 6677  
Email: soe@soe.org.uk  
www.soe.org.uk  

Operations Engineer is printed on 50% 
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ISO14001 and EU Eco Label-accredited. It 
is carbon-neutral according to the Carbon 
Neutral  Company.

CEO, Society of 
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Bruce McGill

Chair, Bureau of 
Engineer Surveyors 
Vince Sharpe

President, Society of 
Operations Engineers 
Howard Seymour

Chair, Institution 
of Plant Engineers
Alan Fitzpatrick
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Who we are...

As the popularity of online shopping 
continues to increase, the demand for 
storage space has followed, with an estimated 
£3 billion worth of contracts outlined for the 
construction of industrial warehouses across 
the UK in 2018.

According to construction analysts 
Barbour ABI, the � rst three quarters of 2018 
accumulated £2.2 billion worth of warehouse 
construction contracts, an increase of £800 
million compared to 2016 � gures. 

With the demand for consumer goods 
continuing to grow and the competitiveness 

of delivery speeds being of the utmost 
importance in today’s retail market, 
businesses are looking for convenient storage 
space to ful� l these needs to carry 
on competing.

Michael Dall, lead economist at Barbour 
ABI, comments: “With an increasing amount 
of shopping taking place online, we expect 
the number of warehousing construction 
contracts to continue to increase. In 2017 
Barbour ABI recorded a 22% increase 
compared to 2016 and it is likely we will see 
a similar increase in 2018.”

Cable-free mobile column lifts from TotalKare 
are supporting the UK’s future � re� ghting 
e� orts, following their introduction to a 
manufacturer of � eet and equipment options 
to � re and rescue services. 

Rosenbauer UK’s Holm� rth premises in 
Yorkshire has taken delivery of a set of T8DC 
cable-free mobile column lifts, which are 
being supplemented by large wheel bump 
plates to enable the lifting of a variety of 
specialist vehicles, including the company’s 
new Panther airport tender.

Thomas Gosney, service coordinator 

at Rosenbauer UK, says: “By introducing 
TotalKare’s mobile column lifts, our 
service operatives can be more productive, 
resulting in even better service to our 
customers. 

“We were especially impressed with 
the T8DC because of the ability to set a 
height limit –important due to workshop 
limitations.”

Rosenbauer has agreed a comprehensive 
service package with TotalKare, which 
includes regular servicing and reports of 
thorough examination.

Storage space boom – Industrial 
warehouse construction is ‘thriving’

Column lifts raise � re vehicles

DIP-POR 344980/1
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JCB has donated $250,000 worth of 
equipment to the Indonesian Island of 
Sulawesi, following an earthquake and a 
tsunami on 28 September that killed more than 
1,400 people. 

Two Loadall telescopic handlers with grab 
attachments are on their way to the region, 
which is battling against the humanitarian 
disaster. 

The 531-70 and 540-170 machines can lift 
loads weighing several tonnes and, with 
the grab attachment, will aid in removing 
heavy debris. 

The machines, � tted with a variety of other 
attachments, including buckets and forks, will 
also play a part in reconstruction e� orts once 
they begin. 

JCB Chairman Lord Bamford says: “The 
scale of this natural disaster has shocked 
people all over the world, and JCB always 
tries to help wherever these catastrophes 
occur. I hope our donation can speed up 
clear-up operations and help with subsequent 
redevelopment.” 

The UK Foreign O�  ce and the Indonesian 
Embassy have been informed of the donation. 

Next-gen engineers for Drax
Drax Power Station, near Selby in North 
Yorkshire, has increased its intake of 
apprentices by almost 50%.The nine 
apprentices will be trained in engineering to 
work within the maintenance department.

Rail product sales spike
Chemical solutions manufacturer Arrow Solutions 
has seen a signi� cant spike in sales for its winter rail products, 
as infrastructure specialists and train 
operating companies look to make preparations for the 
cold weather.

JCB makes machinery
donation to quake disaster zone 

BOFA gets acquired
Industrial fume and dust 
extraction technology provider 
BOFA International Ltd (BOFA) 
is to be acquired by Donaldson 
Company, Inc, a global leader in 
the industrial air fi ltration market. 

The arrangement brings 
many clear synergies, with 
Donaldson’s portfolio of large 
scale industrial extraction systems 
complementing BOFA’s extensive 
range of portable extraction 
systems, the company says.

Old compressors 
In the run up to its centenary, 
Atlas Copco Compressors 
UK is turning its attention to 
compressors, which play a 
big part in the industrial and 
manufacturing sector. 

The fi rm is on the hunt to fi nd 
the oldest, stationary, oil-injected 
compressor in Great Britain, 
with a motor power rating of 
between 30kW and 90kW, that 
has completed the longest tour of 
duty in Great Britain (and is still 
going). 

The reward will be the winning 
compressor’s long-overdue 

retirement, replaced by a free, 
latest generation Atlas 

Copco GA-range fi xed 
speed compressor 
that offers the 
same level of free 

air delivery as the 
winning compressor, 

with the machine’s delivery 
to site included.

Entry must be made by 
submission of a form on the Atlas 
Copco UK website, including a 
photo of the compressor’s data 
plate, by the latest 31 December. 
The winner will be announced on 
18 January 2019. Full terms and 
conditions can be found online.

Embassy have been informed of the donation. retirement, replaced by a free, 
latest generation Atlas 

Copco GA-range fi xed 
speed compressor 
that offers the 
same level of free 

air delivery as the 
winning compressor, 

with the machine’s delivery 

Next-gen engineers for Drax
Drax Power Station, near Selby in North 
Yorkshire, has increased its intake of 
apprentices by almost 50%.The nine 
apprentices will be trained in engineering to 
work within the maintenance department.

Midlands-based manufacturer JA Envirotanks 
has signed a deal with electrical and mechanical 
engineering specialist Aidan Strain to deliver 
six vertical, single-skinned tanks of various 
capacities. 

The tanks will be used to hold fuel for backup 
generators that ensure power availability 
and business continuity for data centre 
developments near London. 

Aidan Strain has recently won the contract for 
the � t-out of containerised generator sets, along 
with controls and fuel supply. 

Delivery has already begun and will continue 

until the end of 2018.
Philip Bunting, project manager at Aidan 

Strain, explains: “Finding a partner with whom 
you can develop this level of infrastructure is no 
easy task. JA Envirotanks has proven themselves 
to be an innovative and reliable supplier.”

Neil Ferguson, general manager at JA 
Envirotanks, adds: “Aidan Strain and JA 
Envirotanks are noted in their respective 
marketplaces. In the case of supplying these 
tanks, that experience means not only reliability, 
but also a commitment to help Aidan Strain 
honour their promises to customers.”

JA Envirotanks in data centre deal  

Storage space boom – Industrial 
warehouse construction is ‘thriving’
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 •  Dealing with Brexit

8 OBSOLESCENCE
 3D printing offers the opportunity to make parts when they are needed 
– anywhere in the world – provided a digital model is available. Might this 
provide a way to duplicate parts that are no longer available to buy?  

12 ACCESS EQUIPMENT 
Working at height is one of the main causes of industrial fatalities, so using 
the right access equipment is imperative. What considerations should be 
made when choosing, and using, a ladder for access or work at height? 

 

16 MAINTENANCE: HYDRAULICS
 Servicing plant machinery or vehicles with hydraulic equipment is a job often 

overlooked. With the help of leading brands in excavators, truck-mounted 
cranes, lifting gear and body hoists, OE present a guide to inspection, care 
and maintenance  

19 BACK TO BASICS: MECHANICS 
Confusion exists about the relationship between the precision of a bearing, 
its manufacturing tolerances and the level of internal clearance or ‘play’ 
between the raceways and balls

 

20 INTERVIEW
 OE’s Adam Offord speaks to Verity Davidge, head of education and skills 

policy at EEF, the manufacturers’ organisation, about the current skills 
situation in maintenance-related occupations, and what the future may hold 

22 CONVEYORS 
While the shortest distance between two points is a straight line, conveyor 
systems must sometimes adapt to plant facility and operational constraints, 
which means changes in level and direction

 

26 ASSET MANAGEMENT
 Condition monitoring ( CM) of bearings goes back to the birth of rotating 

machinery. But the rise of digital sensors, the industrial internet and cloud 
computing has launched into a new era of sophistication
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